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In the search of anomalous radiation sources,

different survey approaches have been studied

such as manually scanning of the area by human

operated detectors, as well as automatically

scanning the area with robots under the navigation

of pre-defined survey paths. However, neither of

the manual scanning method and the survey path

method can achieve flexibility and efficiency at the

same time. Recent developments of reinforcement

learning and drone technology provide an

alternative data-driven solution to conduct

radiation detection automatically. In this paper, we

integrates a drone, a radiation detector, and

reinforcement learning into an automated radiation

source detection platform such that it automatically

searches for radiation sources efficiently without

any human intervention. The hardware

components of the automated radiation source

detection platform are introduced, and simulation

results of applying reinforcement learning for

automated radiation source detection are

presented.
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Fig. 1 Drone with mobile radiation sensor attached

As shown in Fig. 1, a mobile radiation sensor

(D3s gamma/neutron detector and a phone) is

attached to a drone (DJI Inspire 2) to construct

an automated radiation detection platform. The

phone can run a trained reinforcement learning

algorithm to analyze radiation measurements

from the detector and navigate the drone to

search for anomalous radiation sources.

A reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm (Q-learning

[1] + recurrent neural network (RNN) [2]) was

developed to navigate the radiation detection

platform in source detection tasks. Fig.2-left

illustrates a general problem setup in reinforcement

learning: in an environment, an agent obtains

observations (S), makes actions (A), and receives

rewards (R) step by step. The Q-learning (a family

of algorithms in reinforcement learning) aims to find

a function Q S, A that guides the agent to take the

optimal action such that the cumulative reward is

maximized. The specific simulation problem setup

is as follows (Fig. 2-right):

• Environment (50x50 grid): background radiation

+ randomly placed single anomalous source

• Agent action: move in one of four directions

• State: (agent action, radiation measurement)

• Reward: 0.5 if closer to source, -1.5 otherwise.
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Fig. 2 Left: General problem setup for reinforcement 

learning. Right: Specific simulation environment for the 

radiation source detection task. 
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We implemented RNN (Fig. 3) to represent Q(S, A)

such that current action was chosen based on

previous several steps’ actions/measurements.

Fig. 4 Training results of the RNN-Q-learning algorithm. 

To stabilize the training, we further applied double Q-

learning [3] and experience replay [1]. Radiation

measurements were deterministic in training and

Poisson-random in testing. Here is the algorithm:

Training results for source detection

Fig. 4 shows the RNN-Q-learning algorithm’s

training results in the metric of ‘epoch length’ and

‘cumulative rewards’. Each training epoch would be

terminated if the agent found the source or moved

more than 100 steps. The algorithm converged

after 40000 epochs’ training. After convergence, the

agent toke in average 40 steps to find the source

and achieved a mean cumulative reward of 14.

Fig. 3 RNN that approximates the Q(S, A). 

Fig. 5 Testing results of the RNN-Q-learning algorithm. 

Fig. 5 shows 9 testing examples after the algorithm

was trained for 70000 epochs. The source strength

was 1600 times higher than the background

radiation, and measurements were Poisson

variables. The RNN-Q-learning algorithm was able

to find the source efficiently in all 9 testing cases.
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Conclusions:

• A drone-based mobile radiation senor system

was developed.

• A reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm was

developed to navigate a mobile sensor

searching for radiation sources.
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